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Read Proverbs 28:20
1. Would you say your faith is conditional or unconditional? 

Be honest. When would you say you are most faithful? 
When does your faith waiver?  

Read Luke 16:10-12 
2. How do you come to trust someone? What do they need 

to show you to gain your confidence? 

3. What, if anything does trust have to do with faithfulness? 

Read Hebrews 13:8
4. Why is the consistency of Jesus important?  

5. List some of the attributes of Jesus that lead you to 
regard Him as faithful. Which one or two of those 
qualities do you most admire? Which of them would you 
like to see more of in yourself?  

Read John 14:15  
6. In your own words, what does Jesus ask of us?  

7. What are those commands He refers to here? (Hint: See 
Deuteronomy 5:10, 6:5-6, 7:9, 10:12-13) 

8. Discuss how faithfulness can help us carry out these 
commands.  

Read Job 1:22
9. Do you ever blame God for your difficulties?  

10. Going back to question 1, is there a way for you to 
become more faithful or at least more consistently 
faithful? Explain what that could be.  

Current Series: Get Over It  

Theme: Faithfulness 
 
Intro: When we think about coming to faith and 
following Jesus, what should we anticipate is going to 
happen in our life? Will our actions be different? Will 
we talk differently? Perhaps make decisions in a 
different manner? Here’s the good news, there are 
clear signs that begin to happen in the life of someone 
who follows Jesus. You will see your life is changing 
by the fruit it produces. In this 9-week series, we’ll 
look at what your life shows when you follow the man 
named Jesus. We need to get over what we think we 
know and reclaim a new meaning of what it means to 
be a believer and follower of Jesus. 
  
Icebreaker: What do you have faith in? Share some 
important things that you trust.  

Do you need some? We’d like to help.
When reading the Bible, try this:

1. Read the passage. 
2. Observe what the passage is talking about. 
3. Apply it to your life. 
4. Pray for God to help you apply this daily. 
5. Take some notes on what you’re learning.

FOCUS

Here are some simple ways to walk this
out in your daily life over the next week:

  
Have you ever wondered if there is a 
purpose for your life and faith in God? 
This 7-day Bible reading plan utilizes 
each letter of the word P-U-R-P-O-S-E to 
help discover direction, meaning and 
purpose in your faith journey. 
   
  

NEXT STEPS

GROUP STUDYGROUP STUDYGROUP STUDY

Have questions about this study or about 
Forefront Church? You can contact 

info@forefront.org and our team will help you.
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